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Know your place meme

From dancing babies to funny cats and political photoshops, memes spread far and wide. They make us laugh, think and come together. But what's in the honey? Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins, known for his popular books on science and atheism, coined the term in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene. The word itself is a
combination of gene and Greek word imitation, and he argued that culture was a means of transmission. Decades later, we are awash with entertaining and influential memes thanks to internet culture. The BBC recently wrote about how memes are important in our daily lives, with news, ideas and humor in one clever little packet. Memes
help us relax on serious topics. They spread like jokes to give us a humorous point of view. Iconic meme stars usually get the role unexpectedly, and like the world famous Grumpy Cat, they can capture our hearts. Yuri_Arcurs/Getty Images After adult entertainment, pictures and videos of cats are the most popular content on the internet.
It's not surprising, then, that cat memes are so popular that some entrepreneurs are making a good life of human trafficking them. These memes evolved into books and picture-a-day calendars where cats give comments about their lives, which we can all relate to. Sonsedska/Getty Images A CGI or computer graphics demo called a
dancing child may be the first widely distributed meme-style image. Short, silly or catchy clips follow, such as one of video blogger Gary Brolsma lip syncing and gesturing in front of his computer's Romanian pop song Numa Numa. His production values were terrible, but the experience of gripped, and by sharing miracles, he became
world famous. Vlogging has become a very profitable YouTube business for entertainers of all ages. fizkes/Getty Images Text typed over iconic images is a meme category of its own. Overly attached girlfriend has crazy eyes and carries quotes like leave fire so I can watch you fall asleep. The Success of kid fist-pumps while touting his
winnings as buying concert tickets online. Many of these random photos - Success Kid was just one of many pictures his mother posted on the photo-sharing site - have become recognizable as big brands. In the crossover, the world famous Grumpy Cat, featured many grumpy-themed memes, also appeared in the Friskies cat food
packaging. Andrew Rich/Getty Images, through titles, photoshop changes and happy photography, memes have provided great political and social satire. One famous example is a photo of British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, almost looking like US President Donald Trump, being d.a. by Queen Elizabeth. The title balloon from the
Queen reads I thought you had gone back to America. yuliang11/Getty Images quoting Star Wars Admiral Ackbar's This Is a Trap! is a popular photo commentary on social It can be used as a funny response, for example, when someone announces their plans to visit an online student in person. Fun movies, television and comics can pop
up commentary streams to make a point more graphic and humorous than words alone. Albert L. Ortega/Getty ImagesCute or kawaii Japanese, cartoon creatures and emoji characters from Japanese pop culture are popular memes. Hello Kitty is one of the best known, with Chococat and other related images. Pusheen is a chubby grey
kitty who deals with everything from sleeping to enjoying food, offering a meme-style comment like the answer to What Are You Up To? on the messenger app – Pusheen eating pizza says it all. Even poop emojis have become popular online and offline meme. Kakaemotikons, T-shirts and even nightlight are available. Artrise/Getty
Images Even everyday photos can become memes, if they accurately express a common experience. An image that says a thousand words can now be used in email and messaging to share feelings of joy, despair, loneliness and excitement wordlessly. When these images are used for memes, they carry a special clarity message, as
everyone knows what a lonely man's image means. The same goes for a particularly touching sports photo or child's expression of happiness – Success Kid previously mentioned is a great example that even un-captioned. RobHowarth/Getty Images Memes make free of what companies spend millions trying to achieve: get the message
out. No wonder Friskies hired Grumpy Cat to be their spokesman and The Success Kid appeared on billboards with Virgin Media to announce that his parents get HD channels at no extra cost. Dos Equis created an advertising concept titled Jonathan Goldsmith as the most interesting man in the world. Presented in a captioned-meme
form, it took off online with hundreds, if not thousands of parodies like I don't always listen to the Rolling Stones, but when I do it with my neighbors. BrianAJackson/Getty Images Memes aren't just fun. As Richard Dawkins pointed out, they carry ideas and opinions in a contagious form that spreads rapidly from person to person. The social
network provides even more speed than the email once did. While most memes are humorous, the meme is a vehicle with many more options. PeopleImages/Getty Images Remember the days when your Instagram feed was just a bunch of semi-misted pictures of meals, selfies and kids? How... Quaint. Now, amid the deftly curated
accounts of casual celebrities and people with whom you went to high school, you will probably also get a rich dose of memes. The creators of popular accounts (@thefatjewish, we'll look at you) devote themselves to the coin and spread these hilarious bits of joy, designed to make the world a little funnier. We rounded up the most beauty-
themed memes all the time. 3 August 2015: Keywords beauty trendsmemesPinterest Opah! Party time! We'll finally get out of here! ;) I can't tell you how excited we are... 5+ years in a row, living in the same place, can give any A.D.D./Military imamise. It's time for brighter and greener pastures - woo! And we actually found a home that
meets both of our great wants, which is great. All the places we've found were only like 50% of them, or all of mine, but no lady, etc. So in the end, we were very lucky. Well, if you can call it that - we only looked like 150 locations all over the creation of ;) Here was our short list of things that were * must * in our next home: 3 bedrooms (or
2 with an office) Walking away from the downtown area Near at least one family member, preferably the older home with a lot of character! Upgraded appliances/bathrooms/AC/kitchen. So basically - an older house that looks new inside, smack dab near downtown :) Less than $1,700/mo - a long glass of water in most cities on the east
coast (where we wanted to stay, at least for now). Our plan is to live in this new place for about a year until the woman finishes her thesis, and then we move on to where she gets her first job in her new career. Who knows what's next on the list? But for the next 12 months, we're going to call Virginia our new home. It was a close call
between the VA and North Carolina, but in the end homes and the price range (and family locations), favored the VA more and the second we saw this place coming to the market we grabbed it and locked it all in. We're already down letting everything - it's going so fast! But I love it... I mentioned it before, but I haven't felt it in life for a
while – outside the birth of our little boy, and maybe the day I got fired ;) The old self was great about taking action on something I really wanted - usually within weeks - but it seems lately I let 1001 variables whatever I want to get my way and slow me down... It's been over two years since we've wanted to move and we're only now doing
something about it! It's terrible... I liked the old me much better in terms of that (but not 99% of other things, haha ...) Here's what financials look like in our new place: $1,700/mo rent $1,700/deposit $500 pet deposit with $3,900 cash right from the start, ugh... But at least we should return to more than half of that coming at the end of the
year - my cat antics in progress. The funniest part about applying for this place though (outside the 30+ pages we had to fill out what a joke!) was when they had to call my employer to check I was working there and my salary. I said clearly that I owned my business - and thus the job itself - but I think they didn't see that or the maintenance
and ended up I do it myself to check, well, I :) That was awesome. At first I pretended to be my boss funny, but I think he got more confused than anything else, haha ... So I gave him dirt. Good times, good times... Now the competition's in! We need to pack faster and faster, and then get our current home ready to let go of ourselves.
We're too underwater to sell, and we're kinda interested in experiencing the whole letting out of your house deal anyway lately. So my mind is already considering our place in real estate investments – and I love it! This means that we will be able to make smarter decisions about how much we will upgrade (or not) our house for future
buyers and what not. So science gets pushed to the top of the list too! A lot to do in a short time now, but by the time of next month we'll all be moved in and :) We were able to push our move to a new home until mid-June, which gives us about a month to get out of here and have it all cleaned up and rented out. I feel like we might lose
half a month's rent, or even a full one, but we're doing our best to knock 'er all out and cross that finish line ASAP. There's really no way around when we expected to have it rented out first and then looking for a home at the last minute - which was too risky for us. Point moves are finding an AWESOME place within an awesome location,
and we weren't willing to risk not getting that. Especially when we found the perfect new home for us! So wish us luck! Times are changin', my friends. We have to follow these dreams until we can! ————- PS: You know what it means too? We can still watch and cheer our REDSKINS every weekend! I don't know what you're doing. I
promise it wasn't a factor though, we're not that hardcore, haha ... {Photo Hryck / / I need to pick me up one of these shirts!} Jay loves to talk about money, collecting coins, blasting hip-hop, and hanging out with his three beautiful guys. You can check out all your online projects on jmoney.biz. Thanks for reading the blog! Blog!
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